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Android auto clicker root

hi, does anyone know of an automatic click app for android devices (app like automatic mouse click for PCs)? November 12, 2011, 7:07 AM |#2 Junior Member More im looking for the same thing. Ive looked all over the internet but couldn't find one. November 19, 2011, 18:33 |#3 Junior Member Plus July 29, 2012, 22:59 |#4 Junior
Member More how does it work with tasker ?? February 12, 2014, 14:47 |#5 Senior Member copenhagen More There are some apps for this search for autotap or repetiuch Also auto touch search February 15, 2014, 11:03 |#6 Junior Member Plus one app for Android:autoclicker Quote: Originally Posted by hi jrseventeen, does anyone
know of an automatic click app for Android devices (app like automatic mouse clicker for PCs)? if you need to run 1 auto-repeat link. I think this is the app you need to run on android. amazon.com/dinhkhang-AutoClicker/dp/B00HQI59QO March 12, 2014, 23:36 |#7 Junior Member More I sought it out. such a kind i did has. but they work
not properly... Try to find him. July 1, 2014, 15:55 |#8 Senior Member More for whom you are searching I found an application that does autoclick! Here is the link: start the application, accept root access, start, go in the application for autoclick, press volume -, record, record clicks, repush volume -, click on your file, infinite, start! July 31,
2014, 1:16 AM |#9 Junior Member More Quote: Originally posted by albysprx for anyone who is searching I found an app that does autoclick! here is the link: &lt;deleted&gt; launch the app, accept root access, start, go in the app to autoclick, press volume -, record, record clicks, repush volume -, click on your file, infinite, start! Thank you!
October 10, 2014, 8:50 AM |#10 Junior Member More Hi, check out FRep - Finger Replayer: amp;amp;hl=de this is the only app working on my device and it's very easy/powerful. You can even wait for the photos to appear! best regards erik September 7, 2015, 2:33 PM |#11 Try AnkuLua Let AnkuLua run app (how to play game) for you.
✓no root required ✓a script for all devices ✓use simple Lua scripting language ✓direct use ✓quick image matching ✓auto click/tap with AnkuLua, users can make followers, but not limited to ✓click on images (with offset) ✓wait for images to appear at the specified time ✓wait for images to disappear at the specified time ✓text of type
✓sent key event (such as home, back) ✓drag and drop from one image to another ✓set similarity with compared images ✓search only a few regions of the Screen Search AnkuLua on google and play Page 2 Hi....... Friends, now read your HINDI/Marathi SMS in Andriod......... its bit complicated but you will get the best result........... Steps
1) Download Hindi HinKhoj Dictionary and Go SMS pro two applications from Andriod Market its Free 2) install hindi HinKhoj Dictionary application after Go SMS pro 3) now it's time to do some &lt;/deleted&gt; &lt;/deleted&gt; with Go SMS pro (Note: Make a Go SMS Pro as default messaging app) Settings in Go SMS Pro a) Open Go sms
pro application b) press the menu button that will appear in the menus where is a configuration tab c) go to the setting you will have the 2nd option as a Appearance Settings d) first just tap the Scan Fonts Packages tab it will scan all pkgs sources and then go to Appearance Settings there are 2 main options I) Conversation list
appearance 1) Conv. Personalization List 2) User-defined settings 3) Conv. List Other Settings II) Conversation appearance 1) Conversation customization 2) User-defined settings 3) Conversations Other Settings f) first go to Conv. Customization list from Appearance of the list of conversations it will appear another menu choose Source
of time and message it will ask you package that is default set as system you have to change it from system to Hindi Hinkhoj Dictionary of hindi dictionary Hinkhoj dictionary hindi hinkhoj list if it will automatically choose the font as mangal and then press the back button 3 times it will ask to save the configuration? will save this setting by
any name and you will return to the Appearance Settings g screen) Now go to Conversation Customization from the Conversation Appearance incoming Source and Output Source same as above....... and save this setting with different name h) finally Chat List Appearance and Conversation Appearance apply user-set settings as your
saved name exits the app and restarts the phone and asks your Friends for OI/Marathi SMS........ The Trick Up for those who don't have root/busy box/superuser one more trick access for those who have root/busy box/SuperUser access if you don't have access to the root/Super/Super anchored box and then download it on the Android
Market its also free Steps 1) download Root Explorer Market (free) 2) Download below droidsansfallback attachment.zip and copy to your SDCard 3) open the Root Explorer app with SuperUser permission. (click allow) 4) go to /sdcard 5) open the DroidSansFallback file.zip you will see the click of the DroidSansFallback file.ttf and the long
wait on that file that will ask extract 6) extract the file. the file will be extracted in the folder sdcard/extracted 7) go to the sdcard/extracted folder you will see DroidSansFallback.ttf file just long hold touch that the file will popup menu tap on copy 8) at the bottom you will see the two tabs paste and cancel don't tap that tabs press the back
button 2 times 9) you will get to the root folder that there is a system folder name enter that folder and again enter the font folder 10) Now it's time to hit the folder button that will ask permission from the superuser and replaces the existing folder... replaces the existing by a new..... 11) Now exit the root explorer by pressing boutton...... and
restart the phone and enjoy.... hindi on your phone....... Warning: do not do both tricks on your phone....... Attached Files DroidSansFallback.zip - [Click to QR Code] (309.9 KB, 4778 views) In the following 10 10 Say thank you to vikram.wasnik For this helpful post: [ See ] Gift vikram.wasnik Ad-Free August 17, 2011, 7:13 AM |#2 Cool...
Now I can see/read Hindi email on my android 2.3 HD2... Thank you August 30, 2011, 2:08 AM |#3 Junior Member More Thank you (: Can I read my Hindi news now (: August 31, 2011, 17:40 |#4 Dear OP, Is it possible to see the Himdi SMS on the widows device? September 2, 2011, 6:19 AM |#5 I deleted the original droidsansfallback.ttf
by mistake while replacing it, and now my phone is stuck on the startup screen helps the guys September 2, 2011, 9:45 AM |#6 Member Italy Step Simpler to read hind i on android nokia phone If you have rooted device, using Root Explorer select all files from the fonts folder and paste into system/fonts and restart !!!! will work perfet for
hindi in every app.no need to download any crap. If you have any fear, please back up your original source Connected Files Nokia Sources.rar - [Click to QR Code] (3.95 MB, 1200 views) September 3, 2011, 12:02 PM |#7 OP Junior Member More stuck while replacing Font... Quote: Originally posted by Gauravsgahlyan I deleted the
original droidsansfallback.ttf by mistake while replacing it, and now my phone is stuck on the startup screen helps the guys to hey using recovery clock make their device factory reset....... will help..... September 3, 2011, 11:06 p.#8 Senior Member Plus Quote: Originally Posted by swamimahesh If you have rooted device, using root
explorer select all files from the fontfolder and paste into the system/fonts and restart !!!! it will work perfet for hindi in every app.no need to download any crap. If you have any fear, please back up your original source Gave bootloop to me... The factory reset didn't help either. I had to fly my ROM in my sense. Not recommended. But the
first post works, but all words are not displayed correctly... September 25, 2011, 10:38 PM |#9 Vadodara Member More Quote: Originally posted by swamimahesh If you have rooted device, using root explorer select all files from the font folder and paste into the system/fonts and restart !!!! it will work perfet for hindi in every app.no need to
download any crap. If you have any fear, please back up your original source gave bootloop to me too. had to reflash rom again. October 1, 2011, 23:19 |#10 Senior Member ahmednagar More How to type Hindi or Marathi? Yes, now I can read Hindi or Marathi on my HD2... Android 2.3.5...Thanks. How can I type Marathi now? That
would be great. October 12, 2011, 6:04 AM |#11 Quote: Originally Posted by kalya Yes, now I can read Hindi or Marathi on my HD2... Android 2.3.5...Thanks. As type Marathi now? That would be great. what source did you install?? are on Android??? (your subscription calls our Windows phone) Page 3 Mc4 is not working on my hd2. I
tried both v1.0.0 and v1.0.1, it opens and then closes. Uploaded from my NexusHD2 using the app xda app-developers Attached Thumbnails 27 Dec 2012, 08:43 AM |#2 More It for me but to be honest hd2 adreno 200 is too old to play new games like mc4. Uploaded from my NexusHD2 using xda premium December 27, 2012, 10:51 pm
|#3 Mc4 is not made to download data by itself. You must download them from somewhere and copy them to /gameloft/games/. I tried the MC4 but it's super lame, it's not worth it. December 29, 2012, 1:28 AM |#4 I already put the data in that location. But all of a sudden it closes. Uploaded from my NexusHD2 using the xda app-
developers app-developers app 31 December 2012, 23:24 |#5 Did you rename it to M4HP or something? without the gameloft. Etc? January 1, 2013, 18:09 |#6 Quote: Originally Posted by Marek989 Did you rename it to M4HP or something? without the gameloft. Etc? Yes, the bellows was called m4hp sum. January 3, 2013, 12:54 PM
|#7 Ok, so rename it to com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftM4HP and push it to Android/obb. January 3, 2013, 22:30 |#8 Junior Member More modern combat 4 not working on tab 2 7.0 (p3100) Downloaded modern combat 4 and its SD file. And changed the SD file to obb. But when I try to open the game. It shows the loading icon (circle
with black background) and suddenly it closes and restarts and so on. The Ma flap is rooted and updated to 4.2.1 cm10 jujube. Please help me dear friends. I actually bought this tablet to play games. So please help me friends. January 4, 2013, 18:09 |#9 January 9, 2013, 9:24 am |#10 Junior Member Over mc4 not working on tablet ainol
Sir I have ainol elf 2 tablet with a rom cm10 I have the same problem in modern combat 4 as other members here,,, whenever I run mc4 it suddenly closes please help me, I really want to play dat game! February 14, 2013, 15:12 |#11 Senior Member Plus Mc4 gets out of time when unconnected wi-fi I have Galaxy Mini 2. I recently
installed mc3 and Mc4. Mc3 works great while the wi-fi is turned off and on. Mc4 works fine only when the wi-fi is on and connected. When I turn off the wi-fi and start the Mc4, it works without playing. My device can handle it very well, but ONLY when the wi-fi is connected... Please help! I want to play when I'm not at home... ---------- Post
added at 3:12 ---------- Previous Post was at 2:44pm ---------- Quote: Originally Posted by 5warafat1 I already put the data on that site. But all of a sudden it closes. Sent from my NexusHD2 app using the XDA app-developers app, put data on sdcard/Android/date if you put them in gameloft/games will not work Page 4 OK this will be
awsome Not my creation iam just share them.... download go to the file ---&gt; download or press ctrl +s to install the download romtoolbox lite and install with it .. or use root explorer and goto system/media and replace bootianimtion.zip there happy booting May 1, 2013, 11:04 AM |#2 Lipa City Member More how to run these files?any
ideas May 1, 2013, 5:06 PM |#3 Senior Member Cork More Quote: Originally Posted by acrin how to run these files?any rename file idea for bootanimation.zip bootanimation.zip Do. adb push the startup exhortation.zip /system/media/bootanimation.zip or simply leave the file in the folder above using a root explorer application. adb will
replace your old press conference, with file explorer you can back up first! September 8, 2017, 07:29 AM |#4 May 12, 2019, 09:02 PM |#5 See how is the boot animation. This thread is surreal... EDIT: Thanks for breaking this XDA image! Here's what it really looks like. July 20, 2020, 10:56 AM |#6 Junior Member Plus thank you very much
Page 5 vBulletin Message There are no newer threads than the previous one. Click the button behind your browser to return to it. He.
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